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Many of today’s complex ICs use a common three-wire ser-
ial interface to provide programming access. These ICs typi-
cally end up in circuits that include a mC or a CPU, and the
controller or CPU then has the burden of programming the
serially controlled parts. During early prototyping of a pro-
ject, however, the mC or CPU may be unavailable for use: The
hardware may be absent, or the complex programming nec-
essary to fully use the CPU may not be in place.

For projects such as these—for which serial programma-
bility is necessary but no resident host exists—you can use a
simple and cost-effective prototyping tool: the Basic Stamp
II (BSII). A battery-powered BSII is a unique tool for any engi-
neer who regularly works on development projects and with
many applications in the lab. With just a few pushbuttons
and some minimal interface to the project at hand, power-
ful portable control is possible—with a minimal learning
curve and modest expenditure.

The BSII from Parallax Inc (Melville, NY) is a complete
Basic-programmable computer, all contained on a 24-pin
DIP module. When plugged into its optional carrier, the BSII
offers a serial port for connection to a PC, a battery clip for
9V battery power, a reset button, and plenty of room for the
minimal additional circuitry needed for most prototyping
applications. The BSII includes a simple PC-based Basic com-
piler for developing BSII code, which you download to the
BSII’s EEPROM for execution. Although a quick read of the

BSII manual brings to mind a host of useful applications for
the typical R&D engineer, one application is particularly
handy: using the BSII to program three-wire serial devices.

One example of a three-wire serial device is the LM1973
three-channel audio attenuator from National Semiconduc-
tor (Santa Clara, CA). This part can serve as a three-channel
audio pot, and a three-wire serial interface performs channel

Basic stamp computer eases prototyping hassles
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FIGURE 1

Two normally open pushbuttons—one for “up” and one for
“down”—provide an active high to the Basic stamp when
depressed.
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selection and gain control. The format is simple: The system
must first pull the Load line on the LM1973 low and then
pulse 16 clocks on the Clock line with a corresponding 16
bits of input data on the Data-in line. The 16 bits of data
comprise 8 address bits, which select one of the three chan-
nels and 8 attenuation bits, which select the attenuation set-
ting for the selected channel. This data format is most sig-
nificant bit first with the address bits first and the
attenuation bits immediately after. This straightforward for-
mat could be difficult to implement in a prototype without
a controller, but the BSII makes a “kluge” programmer dev-
ilishly simple.

This example uses only one channel of the LM1973,
although using all three channels is just as simple. Two nor-
mally open pushbuttons—one for up and one for down—
provide an active high when depressed (Figure 1). You also
need to connect the following three BSII outputs to the dig-
ital potentiometer: I/O 8 to Data (Pin 11 for LM1973), I/O 9
to Clock (Pin 9 of LM1973), and I/O 10 to Load (Pin 10 of
LM1973)

The meat of the code required for this application com-
prises two BSII instructions: Button and Shiftout. Button

checks the status of a BSII input line and allows for branch-
ing according to that status. This example monitors the up
and down buttons until one is pressed and then reprograms
the LM1973 accordingly. The Shiftout instruction shifts out
a data word synchronously along with a clock output. You
select the appropriate output pins and specify a most-signif-
icant-bit-first protocol, as the LM1973 demands.

This minimal code provides up/down programming on a
single channel but is easily expandable to provide other
functions, including data readback from the serial device,
multiple channels, or custom programming sequences. You
can easily edit the code on the PC, debug the code with the
BSII connected to the PC, and then download the code and
carry it away on the BSII.

Listing 1 is available for downloading from EDN’s Web
site, www.ednmag.com. At the registered-user area, go to the
Software Center to download the file from DI-SIG #2178. (DI
#2178) e
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A diode-capacitor charge pump is the starting point for
many voltage-to-frequency-converter (VFC) designs. The
circuit in Figure 1 uses a variation on that classic theme to
achieve linearity less than 0.05%, micropower operation of
approximately 10-mA total draw from a 5 to 36V rail, and
bipolar-input capability. The basis for these features is the
switchable-polarity, self-compensating charge pump com-
prising D1 to D4, C1 to C4, and CMOS switches S2 and S3.
Although simple in concept, VFCs using diode-capacitor
pumps suffer from the need to cope with the nonideal char-
acteristics of diodes used as analog switches.

Temperature-dependent forward-voltage drop, junction
and stray capacitance, and reverse leakage current all con-
spire to limit converter accuracy. The stray capacitance and
leakage current are especially troublesome in low-power
applications, in which the need to minimize pump-current
consumption limits the size of the pump capacitors. Because
the total amount of charge pumped in each converter cycle
is minimal, the error sources are proportionally more signif-
icant and thus harder to control and compensate. The
unique pump circuit in this converter comprises two distinct
halves: D1, D2, C1, and C2 generate a frequency-proportion-
al current that closes the VFC’s feedback loop, and D3, D4, C3,
and C4 generate an error-correcting compensation current.

If you assume that C2=C2=C3=C4 and equality of diode for-

ward drops (VD) and stray capacitance (CS), then the net feed-
back current from the pump is

You not only obtain compensation for the bothersome
VDs, but also eliminate the effects of stray capacitance in the
bargain. Operation of the converter depends on integrator
IC1’s control of multivibrator IC3. The combination is such
that fOUT=0 when IC1’s output is 1.2V. If, for example, VIN>0V,
IC1 ramps negative. As IC1 ramps through approximately
0.8V, Q1 begins to conduct, thereby turning on both Q2 and
Q3. Q2 drives S1 to the “plus” polarity state, providing a sta-
tus signal to the connected system (typically, a gated
up/down counter). The status signal indicates the presence
of a positive VIN. S1 sets up S2 and S3 to provide a negative
feedback current to C5. Subsequently, Q3’s collector current
causes IC3’s fOUT to increase until 1E–73fOUT=VIN/R1=4 kHz/V

10-kHz VFC uses charge-pump variation
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